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ABSTRACT
Autonomous control systems must perform well under

signifcant uncertaintes in the plant and the envionmet for exended
periods of tim and they must be able to pate for system failu
without external intervention. Such contrl systems evolve from
conventional control systems and their development requires
interdisciplinary research. A h hical f il a scontrol
architecture is intoduced here and its futions are described in detaiL
The fundamental issues in autnomnous control system modeling and
analysis are discussed.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Autonomous control systems must perform well under

signifit uncertainties in te plant and the envionment for extended
periods of ime and they must be able t compenste for system flures
without external intervention. Such autonomous behavior is a very
desirable characterisic of advanced systems. An antnommous contoller
provides high level adapion to changes in the plant and environment
To achieve autonomny the methods used for control system design
should utilize both (i) algorithmic-numeric metiods, based on the state
of the art conventional control, identifition, and estimation theory,
and (ii) decision making-symbolic methods, such as the ones deveoped
in compute science and specificaly in the field of Arificial Itle
(Al). In addition to supervising and tuning the control algorithms, the
autonomous contro}ler must also provide a high degree of tolerance to
failures. To ensure system reliability, falures must firs be detectd
isolated, and identified, and subsequently a new control law must be
designed if it is deemed necessary. Thl autonomous contller mustbe
capable of planning the necessary sequence of control actions to be
taken to accomplish a complicated nsk It must be able to inteface to
other systems as well as with the operator, and it may need learning
capabilities to enhance its performance while in opration. The
development of autonomous controllers requires significant
interdisciplnary research dfort as it integrates conepts and methods
from areas such as Control, Identification, and Esimation Theory,
Computer Science, especially Artificial Intelligence, and Operations
Research.

In this paper, an autonomous controller architecture is
intoduced an discussed in detaiL For such conols to become a
reality, cerain funament questions sbould be sudied and resolved
fast These fundamental problems are identified, formulated and
discussed, and fute researh directo ar otlined,

Autonomous controllers can of course be used in a varety of
systems fm manufacuring to unmanned spae, atmospheric and
underwater exploraory vehicles. In this paper, we develop an
autonomous controller architecture for future qae vehicles. Referring
to a particular class of control problems has the advantage that the
development addresses relatively well defined control needs rther than
absrct requirements. Furthermore, the autonomous control of space
vehicles is highly dmandn conse Wythe developed aciteure is
general enough to enompass all rlated autony issues It should be
stressed that all the results presented here apply to any autonomous
control systern. In other classes of applcations, the architecture, or
pams of it, can be used directly and the same fundamental conwepts and
chaateristics idenified here are vald

Future space vehicles must be capable of autonomous operation
to accomplish their missions. Emerging aeromaneuveng vehicles
such as the Aeroassisted Orbital Tranfer Vehicle and the Aerospace
Plane will be required to maneuver at high altitudes and hypersonic
velocities in a flight regime charatized by significant uncetainty in
atnospheric density and aerodynamic characteristics. Uncertainty in
these parametrs may cause significant deviation from the nominal
trajectory, conceivably leading to the loss of the vehicle. Significant
time and communication constraints during fte atmospheric flight
dictate that the vehicles should perform autonomously for extended
periods of time since pilot or ground support intervention may not be
possible. Future space systems, such as manned space platforms,
contain significant flexible structural components. Model uncertainties
and system parameter variations require advanced adaptive control
techniques to meet stability and performance spccifications. An
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autonomous adative control system is neded to deal with gr
fundameal and envinmenal changes in the system. For pace
syms these include ha ae filurs, docking distuibances, paylod
nculatio~ and man-fmoton

In this papr, the architectue of autonomous controllers
necesary for the opwation of advanced plaetary and acromaneuvaing
spce vehicles is developed. The concepts and metiods needed to
successfuly desig such an autonomous controler are intrduced and
discussed. A hierarhical functal on cnrole architcture
is described in detl; it is designed to ansure tm a opertion
of the control system and it allows intrction with the pilot / gromd
staion and the systs onbod the us vehicle.

Section 2 gives a brief history of the deveWlopment of control
sysems to motivate the ne ty for autonomous conolles. The
functions, characteristics, and benefits of autonomous control are
outlined. Next it explained that plant complexity and design
requiments dictate how sophisticat a contoler must be. From this
it can be seen ta in some cases it is appopriae to use methods from
operations research or Al to achieve autonomy. Such methods ae
studied in intelligent control theory. An overview of some relevant
research literature in the field of intelligent autonomous control is
given.

In Section 3, an autonomous control fnctionl arecw for
future space vehicles is intouced. The controBl is hirchical with
three levels, fte Execution Level (lowest level), the Coordinaon Level
(middle level), and th Mangement and Organiaion Level (highest
level). The general chaateristics of the overl architee, including
those of the three levels are explained, and an example to illustate their
fucons is givena

In Secton 4, fundamental issues and atributes of intelligent
autonous system architectures are described. An approach to the
quantitative, systematic modelling, analysis, and design of autonomous
controllers is disussed. It is a "hybrid" approach'since it is proposed to
use both conventional analysis techniques based on difference and
differential qtons, togedter with new techniques for the analysis of
systems described with a symbolic fremalism sucb as fmite automataL
The more global macroscopic view of dynamical systems, taken in the
development of autonmous controllers, suggests the use of a model
with a hybrid or nonuniform stuture, which in turn quires the use of
a hybrid analysis. It is pointed out tha in the Pocess of developing
"intelligentC systems one often derives a conventional solution.
Finaly, somSe conluding remars we gien in Seto 5.

2.0 CONVENTIONAL AND AUTONOMOUS CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Autonomous means having the power for self government

Autonomous controlkrs have the power and abiity for self goe e
in the performance of control functios lUey are composed of a
collection of hardware and softwae, which can perform the necessary
control functions, without external intervention, over extded time
peiods. To achieve auonomy, the controller must be able to perform a
number of functo in addition to the convenonal conmtrol functions
such as wacking and regulation. These additonal functin, which
include the ability to tolemte failures, are discussedWa in this section.

There are several degrees of autonomy. A fully autonomous
controller should perhaps have the ability to even perform hardwar
repair, if one of its components fails. Note that conventional fixed
controllers can be considered to have a low degree of autonomy since
they can only tolerae a restricted class of plant paameter variations and
distubances. The autonomous controller architectr given in the next
section provides the functions to attn a high level of autonomy. It
can interface with both the crew, ground station and the on-board
systems of the space vehicle. A command by the pilot or the ground
station is executed by dividing it into appropriate subtasks which are
then performed by the controller. The controller can deal with
unexpected situations, new control tsks, and failures within limits. To
achieve this, high level decision making techniques for reasoning under
uncertainty and taking actions must be utilized. These teehniques, if
used by humans, are attributed to intellgent behvior. Hence, one way
to achieve autonomy is to utilize high level decision making
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techniques, "intelligent" methods, in the autonomous controller.
Auomy is the obiiv. and "intellient" conrllers are one way to
achieve it Ihe field of Artificial Intelligence £61 and operaLions
research offer some of the tools to add the higher level decision making
abilities.

Autonomous controlers are evolutionary and not revolutionary.
They evolvi from existing controlkrs in a natal way fueled by acta
needs, as it is now discussed.

2.1 Design Methodology - History
Conventional control systens are designed using mathematical

models of physical systems. A mathemadcal model which captures the
dynamical behavior of interest is chosen and then control design
techniques are applied, aided by CAD packages, to design the
mathematical model of an apopriate controller. Te controler is then
realized via hardware or software and it is used to control the physical
system. The procedure may take several iterations. The mathemaical
model of the system must be "simple enough" so that it can be
analyzed with available matmatical techniques, and "accurate ewugh"
to describe the important aspects of the relevant dynamical behavior. It
approximates the behavior of a plant in the neighborhood of an
operating point

The first mathematical model to describe plant behavior for
control purposes is attributed to J.C. Maxwell who in 1868 used
differential equations to explain instability problem enCountered with
James Watts flyball governor- the governor was intoduce in 1769 to
regulate the speed of steam engine vehicles. Control theory made
significant strides in the past 120 years, with the use of frequency
domain methods and Laplace tmnsfonns in the 30's and 4{Ys and the
introduction of th state space in the 60's. Optimal control in the 50Ws
and 60's, tchastic. robust and adaptive control methods in the 60's to
today, have made it possible to control more accurwately nficantly
more complex dynamical systems than the original flyball governo.

The control methods and the underlying mathematical theory
were developed to meet the ever increasing control needs of our
technology. The evolution in the control area was fueled by three
majr needs

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

The need to deal with icraigly cmplex dynanical
systems.
The need to accomplish increasingly design
res
The need to atain these design requiments with less
precise advanced knowledge of the plant and its
envuronmen that is, the need to control wud icreased
uncertainty.

The need to achieve the demarding contrl specifications for
increasnly complex dynamical systems has been addressed by using
more complex mathematical models such as nonlinear and stochastc,
and by developing more sophisticated design algorithms for, say,
optimal control. The use of highly complex maatica models
however, can seriously inhibit our ability to develop control
algorithms. Foruntely, simpler plant models, for example linear
models, can be used in the control design. This is possible because of
the feedback used in control. Controllers are designed to meet the
specifains around an operating poit where the lnear model is vahd
and then via a scheduler a contoler emerges which can accomplish the
control objectives over Xt whole operating range. In autonomous
control we are also proposing to increase the opeating range of the
plant. This will involve the use of decision making processes to
genrate control actions so that a performance level is mainted even
though there are drastc changes in the operating conditons.

Thee are needs today that camiotbe sucssfully addressed with
the existing conventional control thery. They mainly pertain to the
area of uertainty. Heuristic methods may be needed to tune the
parameters of an adaptive control law. New control laws to perform
novel control functions should be designed while the system is in
operaion. Learig from past experence and planng control actions
may be necessary. Falure detction and identificat is neededL These
functions have been perforned in the past by human operators. To
increase the speed of response, to relieve the pilot from mundane tasks,
to protect operators from hazards, autonomy is desired. It should be
pointed out that seveal functions proposed in later sections, to be part
of the autonomous controller, have been performned in the past by
separate systems; exanples include fault trees in chemical process
control for failure diagnosis and hard analysis, and control system
design via expert systems.

2.2 Functions of an Autonomous Controller
There are certain functions, characteristics, and behaviors that

autonomous systems should possess [35,141. These are outlined
below. Some of the important characteristics of autonomous
controllers are that they relieve humans firm time consuming mundane
task thus increasing efficiency, enhance reliability since they monitor
health of the system, enhance performance, protect the system from
intemally induced faults, and they have consistent performance in
accomplishing complex tsks.

There are autonomy guidelines and goals that should be
foUowed and sought aftermithe develpment of an autonomous system.
Autonomy should reduce pilot/crew/ground station work load
requiremnts for the perfonmnce of routine functions. The - due to
autonomy would be speficial ifthe maintenance and opeation of the
autonomous controller taxed the operators Automy should enhance
the functional capability of the future space vehicle. Since the
autonomous controller wiU be performing the simpler routine tasks,
men will be able to dedicate themselves to even more complex tsks,

Thr are ceanauomous system architectural characteristics
that should be sought after in the design process. The autonomous
contol architecure should beamable to evolving futue space vehicle
needs and updates in the state of the art The autonomous control
architecture shoud be functionaly hierarchical Highest authoty lies
nearest the pilot, crew, or ground sation; for lower level subsystems
to take some actions, they have to clar it with a higher level authority.
The system must, however, be able to have the lowest level
subsystems, that are monitoring and reconfiguring for failures, act
autonomously to enhance system safety.

There are also certain operatonal charatistics of autonomous
controlers. Ground contollers and/or the pilot or crew should have
ultimate supeviry override contol of future sace vehicle autonomy
functions. Autonomous activities should be highly visible,
"transparent", to the ground controllers and the flight crew to the
maximum extent possible.

Finally, there must be certain features inherent in the
autonomous system design. Autonomous design features should
prevent failures that would jeopardize the overall space vehicle mission
goals or safety. These feaus should enhance crew safety, and avoid
false alarms and unnecessary hardware reconfiguration. This implies
that the controller should have self-test capability. Autonomous design
feates should also be tolerant of transient errors, they should not
degrade the reliability or operational lifetime of futue spa vehicle
functional elements, they should include adjustable fault detection
thresholds, avoid irreversible state changes, and provide protection frm
erroneous or invalid exteal m ds

2.3 Intelligent Autonomous Control
The neessity for a succession of increasingly complex control

systems fm classical to adaptive and intelligent control, to meet the
ever increasing performance requirements on the current and future
complex dynamical systems, is described. The basic elements of
intelligent controllers are highlighted and an outline of the relevant
research on intelligent control is given.

2.3.1 Motivation: Sophistication and Complexity in
Control
The complexity of a dynamical system model in terms of

deteminim, nolinearities, etc., and the ieasigly dmanding closed
loop system performance requirements, necessitate the use of more
complex and sophisticated controllers. For example, highly nonlinear
systams normally requir the use of more complex controllers than low
order linear ones when goals beyond stability ae to be met The
increase in uncertainty, which corresponds to the derease in how well
the problem is structured or how well the control problem is
formulated, and the necessity to allow human intervention in control,
also necessitate the use of increasingly sophisticated controllcrc
Controler complexity and sophistication is then directly proportional
to both the complexity of the plant model and the control design
requiements.

Based on these ideas, [29,161 suggest a hierarchical raning of
increasing controller sophistication on the path to intelligent controls.
At the lowest level, deterministic feedback control based on
conventional control theory is utilized for simple, linear plants. As
plant complexity increases, such controllers will need for instance, state
estimators. When process noise is significant, Kalman filters may be
needed. Also, if it is required to complete a control task in minimum

time or with minimum energy, optimal control techniques are utilized.
When there arc many quantifiable, stochastic characteristics in the plant,
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stochastic control theory is used. If thae are significant vaatikos of
plant pammeters, to the extent that linea rbust control thory is
inapproprie, adaptive control tchniques are employed. For sil more
conplex plants, self-organingor leaning control may be necessary.

At the highest level in their hierarchical ranking, plant
complexity is so high, and perfornance specifications so demanding,
that intelligent control techniques ar used. Te plant is so complex
that it is either inappropriate or impossible to describe it with
conventional system models such as differential equations. For
intane, even though it might be possk to accuratelydescryibe some
system with very complex nonlineardiffer l equations, it may be
ina oate if this description makes subsequent anlysis too difficult

The complexity of the plan model necesay for design depends
on both the complexity of the physical system aid on how demanding
the design specifications are. There is a tradoff between model
complexity and our ability to perform analysis on the system via the
model. However, if the performance specifications are not too
demanding, a more absct model can be utilized, which will make
subsequent analysis simpler. This model intetionally ignores some
of the system characteristics, specifically those that need not be
considered in attempting to meet the particular performance
specifiatons. Often, to obtain an absuct model, high level sMbaic
reprentations ae utlized [281. The choice of e modelling technique
affects most aspects of analysis and design of a controller for the
system; consequendy, special control methodologies must be used with
the abstract models. Such methodologies include advanced decision
makig techniques from the field of Al, which are used to reason over
these representations and decide what control acios are aepproria to
take. Since the Al techniques gally model the human decision
making processes, about what actions to take next, they can easily
provide for human inteface.

It is perhaps of interest to notice that all controllers in the
hierarchy described above can be considered to be a type of problem
solving systenL This is because there is a desirable goal behavior and
the problem solver generates actions to change an initial undesirable
behavior to the goal. It is our view that problem solving systems can
be classified into two categories, conventional and AL Several
characteristics distingish these two classes of problem solving
systems. The conventional problem solving system is numeric-
algorithmic, it is somewhat inflexible, it is based on the well developed
thoy of algorithms or diffeal equto, mad it can thus be stded
using a variety of methodical modelling, analysis, and design
techniques. Classical control syms are an example of a conventional
problem solving system. An Al problem solving system is a
symbolic-decision maker, it is flexible with graeful perfonnance
degradation, and it is based on which are not well developed
actually there are very few syeatic modelling, analysis, and design
techniques for these systems. Al expert and paning systems are
examples of Al problem solving systems (6]. When comparng the
characteristis of Al and non-Al sysm, one can make the following
observations: The decisi rate in conventonal systems is typicly
higher than at of Al systems. The ab ce and gality of the
models used in Al systems is high c with the fine granularity
of models used in conventional systems. Symbolic representations.
rather than numeric, are used in AI systems. High level deciion
making capabilides similar to those of humans exist in AI systems to
a much greater extent than in conventonal sysems. heMresult is at
a higher degree of autonmny exists in Al systems thkan in conventinal
ones.

In the hierarchical ranking of icreasingly sophisticated
controlers described above, the decision to choose more s t ed
control techniques is made by studying the control problem using a
controller of a crtain complexity belonging to a certn cass. When it
is detemined that the class of controllers being sudied (e.g., adaptive
controllers) is inadequate to meet the required objectives, a more
sophisticated class of controlles (e.g. intelligent controlles) is chosen.
That is, if it is found that certain higher level decision making
processes ar neee for the adaptve controller to meet the pe ance
requireents, then these processes can be incorporated via the study of
inteligent ontrol theoy. These inelligent autonous controllers are
the next level up in sophistication. They are enhanced adaptive
conoer, in the sense that they can adap to more significant global
changes in the vehicle and its environment than conventional adaptive
controlers, while meeting more stingent perfmance requiments.

One switches to more sophisticated controlers only if simpler
ones cannot meet the required objectives. Below we list some of the
resons why it is necessy to use intelligent autonomous control for
ftue space vehicles:

(i Futr spe vehicle w b ie y complex.
Some characteristic dmt are in the model used to
design teir cotrolr can only be dscribed by symbolic
rprestation ncnupres

(ii) Control functions nonnally prfomed by the pilot, Crew,
or grund sation must be inpated into the controller
for autonnos operatio. Therefom expert personnes
control decisions will have to be a ted

(fii) Human intervention in the control process should be
allowed. A facility to interrupt the autonomous opertio
of the conatrler in case of objective changes Or di
controller is failing should be included

The need to use intlligent autonomous control stems from the need for
an increased level of autonomy in achieving complex control tasks.
The research results in intelgent autonomous control are highlighted
in the next section.

2.3.2 Intelligent Autonomous Control: A Literature
Overview
The field of intlligent control is new. Some of the recent

research efforts have been reported in Proceedings of the 1985
Workshop on Intelligent Control and the Proceedings of the 1987
Symposium on Intelligent Control, and a wealth of useful refaeeces
can be found tee Research ta had a dirc mfluare on our work is
outined below.

Intelligent controllers are hierarchical and the theoy of
hierchical systems is rlevant [22]. This work sets sme of the
fundainental concepts in intelligent cotrol such as the need for varying
degrees of abstractess in models used at the different levels in the
controller. It also presents a theory of coordiation for all subsystms
of the intelligent controlr. Coodination ses ar also examined in
[8]. The work in [12] extends Mesarovic's work. Fundamentals of
intelligent systems such as the prnciple of inasing intelligence with
decrasing precisio g ulaity, tm scale denty, model abstxne
ar discussed in (321, [33], and (23]; the need for the integrtion of
techniques from Al, Operations Research and Conventional Control
Theory to perform intelligent control tss is also disussd there. The
integraion of Al and control theo c metods is dscussed in [9], [151,
and [7].

In [14] te authos explain how a wide variety of Al techniques
wil be useful in ehancing spa statio onomy, capability, safety,
etc. This project oriented book points to relevant Al techniques,
research aeas, and progress i solvig the posed problems. In [35] a
detailed study of characteistics of omous pace systems is given
and an aitecture for the complete autonomous opaton of the space
station is prested; examples are used to illustrate the behavior-of die
autonomous system.

The has been much work on developing intelligent conollers
for robots. A good overview is given in [31]. Tbe work in [3] descbes
an initial effor towards a hierarchical inelligent controll based on AI
planming medtods. Baarm developed an ahitectue for the planning
system that nor s intellgent control fuimientals and that is
acurately structured for his control task Other ieligent contolars
that use planning techniques are given in (18], [17], [4], (10]. Th
vision problem for intlin ctollers is eamin in [11].

The work by Saridis and Valvanis in (30-33], and [36,371
probably rpresens the most complemt apprwch to the
analysis of ielligent machine. They s a deelevel hierchy for
intelligent systems with execution, coordination, and management
levels, and the principle of "increasing inteligence with deasing
precson". They use entropy as an unified qua of disorder in
each of the thee levels in their inteligent system. In an itelligen
controller, they choose the control actio that wil derease the entrpy
in their system.

Other important work in the field of intelligent control is given
in [I], [241, [20], [13], [381; a nested hierarchical contrlle is described
in [39]; some similarities between planning and inteligent control are
given in [19]; and an interesting blackboard architecture is studied in
[5]. The intelligent restuctuable controls problem for aircraft was
studied in [25]. The fault detection and ideifion problem in an
intelligent controller was examined in [26,27].

A deiled funcional a hi for control is
the essential first step in their development Such an architecture is
introduced in the next section. It will show how to combin inteligent
functions in a controller to achieve autonomy. Bas&d on this
arc'ecture, the fundamental concepts and metbods that need to be
developed are i f
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340 AN AUTONOMOUS CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
FOR FUTURE SPACE VEHICLES

In this section, a functional achitecture of an autonomous
controller for future space vehicles is intrduced and dis This
hierarchical architecture has tre levels, the Execution Level, the
Coo;rnation Level, ad the Management and Organization Level. The
functons obch level we desribed in detI. The architecure exhibits
certain chaactristics, as discssed below, which have been shown in
the literau to be necessary and desirable in autonmous systems.
Basd on this architecture we identify the importa fundamenissues
and concepts that are needed foran autonomous control thery.

3.1 Architecture Overview: Structure and Characteristics
The oveall functional architecture for an autonous controller

is given by the architectual schematic of Figure 3.1. This is a
fuionial architectue rate than a hardwe pocessng one, thefore it
does not specify the arrangement and duties of the hardware used to
implement the functions described. Note that the processing
architecture also depends on the characteristics of the current processing
technology; centalized or distrbuted processing may be chosen for
functioni t tion d ng on available computu technology.

The architecture n Figure 3.1 has three levels. At the lowest
level, the Execution Level, there is fte inface to the vehicle and its
environment via the sensors and actators At the highest level, the
Management and Organization Level, there is the interface to the pilot
and crew, gound stati, or onboard systems The middle level, caed
the Coordination Level, provides the link betwee the Execution Level
and the Managent Level. The wesors and actuas are implemented
mainly with hardware. Thy are th connection between the physical
system and the contrle. Software and perhaps hardware are used to
implement the Execution Level. Software is used for both the
Coordinaton and Management Levels. Note that the multiple copies of
the different levels reflect the distinct character of the various control
functions neceary to achieve autonomy. For example, there may be
one control manager which directs a nwnberodifferent adaptive control
algorithms to cont the flexible modes of the vehicle via p iate
sensors and acuas. Anohr control mager is responsible for the
contol functions of a robot arm for satellite repair. The control
executive issues commands to the managers and coordinates their
actions.

Note that the autonomous controller is only one of the
autonomous systems on the vehicle. It is responsible for all the
functions related to the control of the physical system and allows for
continuous online development of the autonomous controler and to
provide for vars phasesof missio o tio. Th te structure of
the arhitecture alows us to buid on existing advanced control theory
Develomet Pre , cating each dme, high levela tion and
a new system which can be operted and tested independently. The
autonomous controller perforns many of the functions currently
performed by the pilot, crew, or ground sation. The pilot and crew are
thus relieved frm mundane task and some of the ground station
functions are brought aboard the vehicle. In this way the vehicle
becmmes more autonomous.

3.2 Functional Operation
Commands are issued by higher levels to lower levels and

response data flows from lower levels upwards. Paramete of
subsystems can be altered by systems one level above them in the
hierarchy. There is a aon d of taks frm higher to
lower levels and a layered distribution of decision making authoity.
At each level, some preprocessing occurs before infomatio is sent to
higher levels. If requested, data can be passed from the lowest
subsystem to the highest, e.g., for display. All subsystems provide
status and health information to higher levels. Human intervention is
allowed even at the control implementaions r level (ib).

The specific functions at each level are described in detail in
later sections. Here we present a simple illustratve example to clari
the overall operation of the autonomous controller. Suppose that the
pilot desires to repai a satellite. After dialogue with the control
executive via the interface, the task is refied to "repair satelite using
robot A". This arrived at using the capability asseing, performance
monitoring, and planning functions of the control executive. The
control executive decides if the repair is possible, under the current
performance level of the system, and in view of near term planned
functions. The control executive, using its planning capabilities,
sends a sequence of subtasks sufficient to achieve the repair to the
control manager. This sequence could be to order robot A to: "go to
satellite at coordinates xyz", "open repair hatch", "repair". The control

manager, using its pla, divides say the fis subas, "go to satellte
at coordinates xyz", into smaller subtask: "go from start to xlylzlf,
then "maneuver arotmd obstacle", "move to x2y2z2",- "arrive at the
repair site and wait". The other subtasks are divided in a similar
manner. This information is pased to the control implementation
supervisor, which recogni the task, and uses sored control laws to
accomplish the objective. The subtsk "go from start to xlylzl, can
for example, be implemented using stored control algorithms o first,
proceed forward 10 metes, to the right 15 degrees, etc. These control
algorithms are executed in the controller at the Execution Level
utizing sensor main; the control actions are implemented via
the acuators

It is important at this point to discuss the dexterity of the
controller. The Execuion Level of a highly dexteos controer is very
sophisticated and it can accomplish complex control tasks. The
implementation supervisor can isu commands to the controller such
as "move 15 centimeters to the right", and "grip standard, fixed
dimension cylinder", in a dexterous controller, or it can completely
dictate each modeof each joint n amanipuldator)move joint 1 15
degrees", then "move joint 5 3 degrees", etc. in a less dexterous one.
The simplicity, and level of absracmness of macro commands in an
autonomous controlle depends on its deteiy. Th more sophisicated
the Execution Level is, the simpler are the commands that the control
unplematon sup avis nee to issue.

3.3 Execution, Coordination, and Management/
Organization Levels
In this section only a few of the detils of the functional operation

of each of the three levels is given. For a more complete discussion see
[2,40].

The functional architecture for the Execution Level of the
autonomous controller is shown in Figure 32. Its main function is to
generate, via the use of numeric algofithms, low level control actions
as dictaed by th higher levels of the cntroller, and apply them to the
vehicle. It senses the responses of the vehicle and environment,
processes it to identifypatmas se or detets vehicle
failures, and passes thisif to the high levels.

The f i tectur for Coordnaton Level 1b is shown
in Figure 3.3. Coordination Level [mb rceives comands to perform
predetemined specific control tas fm the ctol manager in the
level above. It provides the appropriate seque of control and
identiflcation algoithm to the Execution Level below. Its abiity to
deal with exutsive unceries is limit

The functional for Coordnation Level Ha is shown
in Figure 3.4. Coordination Level Ha receives commands frm the
management kvel which it must determinx how to perform usin the
degne d planner and considering iformation from FDI Ha and the
control implementaion supervisor. It generates a sequence of control
actions that the control implementaton supervisor can recognze and
passes them to it This coordinaton level has abilitie to del with
significn uncertainties.

The functional architecture for the Management and
Organization Level (I) is sbown in Figure 3.5. It interfaces to the
pilot, crew, grmd stain, and ochr obrd sysems and peforms the
highest level control functions. It oversees and directs all the activities
at both the Coordination and Execution levels. It is the most
"intelligent" of the three levels.

4.0 FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES
Based on this architecture we identify the important

fundamental concepts and characteristics that are needed for an
autonomous control thry. There is a suSive_de1eg2 f duties
from the higher to lower levels; consequently the nuMber of diStinct
tasks increases as we go down the hierarchy. Higher levels are
concerned with slower aspects of the system's behavior and with its
larger portions, or broaler aspects. There is then a smaller contextual
horizon at lower levls Also notice that higher levels are concemed
longn tim horizwia than lower levels

Due to the fact that thre is the need for high level decision
making abilities at the higher levels in the hierarchy, there is
increasig intelligence as one moves from the lower to the higher
levels. This is reflected in the use of fewer conventional numeric-
algorithmic methods at higher levels as well as the use of more
symbolic-decision making methods. This is the "principle of
increasing intelligence with decreasing precision" by [29-33]. The
decreasing precision is reflected by a decrease in timLiAe dtnsixy,
decrease in bandwid± or systm rate, and a decrease in the decision
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(contrlv action) rate. AU these charcterstics ead to a decrease in
granularty of models used, or equivaley, i i md
jbSggMSg. Next we discuss our philoophy for analytical study
of intelligent autnomous systems.

The quantitaive, systematic techniques for modelling, analysis,
and design of control systems are of cental and utmost practical
importance in conventional conLrol theory. Similar techniques for
intelligent autonomous controlers do not exist This is of course
because of their novelty, but for the most par it is due to the bridW
structe (nonuniform, nonhomogeneous nate) of the dynamical
systems under consideration. The systems are hybrid since in order to
examine autonomy issues, a more global, macroscopic view of a
dynamical system must be taken than in conventional control theory.
Modelling techniques for intelligent autonomous systems must be able
to support this macroscopic view of the dynamical sysem, hence it is
necessary to represent both numeric and symbolic information (See
discussion in Section 2). We need modelling nmlhods that can galher
all infonnation necessary for analysis and design. For example, we
need to model the dynamical system to be controled (e.g., a spae
platform), failures that might occur in the system, the convendonal
adaptive controller, and the high level decision making procewes at te
management and organization level of the intelligent autonomous
controller (e.g., an Al planning system peforming acdons that were
once the responsibility of the ground station). The nonuniform
components of the intelligent controller all take part in the generation
of the low level control inputs to the dynamical system, therefore they
all must be considered in a complete analysis.

It is our viewpoint that conventional modelling, analysis, and
design methods should be used wbenever they are applicable. For
instance, they should be used at the Execution Level of many
autonomous contllerse We propose to augment and enbance existing
theries rather than develop a completely new theory for Ut hybrid
systems described above; we wish to build upon existing, weU
understood and proven conventinal methods. Te symbolc/numenc
intrface is a very importnt issue; coansequendy i should be included in
any analysis. In this way conventional analysis can be used in
conjunction with the developed analysis methods to obtain an overl
quantitative, systmatic analysis paradigm for intelligent autonomous
control systems. In short, we propose to use hybrid modelling,
analysis, and design techniques for nonuniform sysms. This approach
is not unlike the approaches used in the study of any complex
phemnena by the scientific and engineering communties.

It was pointed out in Section 2 that complex control problems
required a controller sophistication that involved the use of Al
methodologies. It is interesting to- obsrve the following [21]:
Altough there are charcteistics which separate intelligentfm non-
intelligent systems, as intelligent systems evolve, the distinction
becomes less clear. Systems which were originally considered
inteUigent evolve to gain more chawer of wha are considered to be
non-intelligent, numeric-algorithmic systens. An example is a route
planner. Although there are Al route plnning systems, as problems
like route planning become beter understood, more conventional
numeric-algorithmic soluos are developed. The AI methods which
are used in intelligent systems, help us to undesand complex problems
so we can organize and synthesiz new to prblem solving,
in addition to being problem solving techniques themselves. Al
techniques can be viewed as research vehicls for solving very complex
problems. As the problem solution develops, purely algorithmic
approaches, which have desirable implementation characteristics,
substitute Al techniques and play a greater role in the solution of the
problem. It is for this reason that we concentrate on achieving
autonomy and not on whethe te underlying system can be considered
"intelligent".

5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A hierarchical functional autonomous controlkl archittue

was introduced. In particular, the architectur for the contrl of futr
space vehicles was described in detail; it was designed to ensure te
autonomous opraton of the control systen and it alowed intraction
with the pilot and crew/ground station, and the systems on board the
autonomous vehicle. The fundamental issues in autonomous control
system modelling and analysis were discussed. It was proposed to
utilize a hybrid approach to modelling and analysis of autonomous
systems. This will incorporate conventional control methods based on
differential equations and new techniques for the analysis of systems
described with a symbolc formalism. In this way, the well developed
theory of conventional control can be fully utilized. It should be
stressed that autonomy is the desigrn requirement and intelligent control

methods appear, at present, to offer some of the necessary tools to
achieve autonomy. A conventional appnach may evolve and replace
some or all of Ut 'intelligenC functions Note rs this paper is based
on the results presented in [21.

It was shown that in addition to conventional controllers, the
autonomous control system incorporates planning, karning, and FDI.
An initial study of eF I prblem incorporating both conventional
and Al FDI techniques was reported in [271. Furthnrm, Al platting
systems were modelled and analyzed in a Petri Net fiamework in [281.
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